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“Skeuomorphism”
7% annualized growth
Satisfaction  No Satisfaction

Dissatisfaction  No Dissatisfaction
“Rapid toggling between tasks”
Everyone, everywhere has 24 hours in a day.
Go analog.

Take a pause.

Monotask.
Dream. Believe. Do.
By Dennis Hodges
To listen to an audio podcast, mouse over the title and click Play. Open iTunes to download and subscribe to podcasts.

Description
We all have dreams. We just need to believe in ourselves and pursue them. In this podcast, Dennis Hodges shares stories of normal people who have achieved or are working on their dreams. People just like you. Each of the interviews has at least one pearl of wisdom. Hopefully, they encourage you to move toward your dreams.

SESSION 1: Look at your world with “fresh eyes”

Dennis Russell Hodges
Home Portfolio

Wherever you go there you are, Fotourbe, Perera, Colombia

Edward De Bono - Blocked by openness: Doing the same way to work everyday blocks us from seeing new possibilities.

Edward De Bono: "In creative thinking you can be blocked by openness. An example: if you are driving along a road and there is a congestion on the road before you, you are blocked. Blocked by openness means that there is no congestion, therefore you can simply drive on, you will not stop at an interesting side roads. You are blocked by openness. This is an example of established patterns that we keep on following,innovation
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